Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Neural variability in response latency is usually considered to be caused by random noise. Based on the assumption that the measurement at each trial consists of an invariant response waveform and uncorrelated noise^[@CR1]^, evoked responses are typically obtained via averaging across trials. The process of averaging effectively suppresses noise and increases the signal-to-noise ratio of the measurements. Because of averaging, response variability is often ignored.

The sequence of brain activity across areas has been typically inferred by the relative size of a specific feature of the evoked responses. Temporal features, such as onset or time-to-peak, have been widely used to estimate the progression of cortical activity. With magnetoencephalographic (MEG) measures, peak latencies from different cortical areas have been used to infer the sequence of activity. This strategy has been used to disclose sequential brain activity in studies of face perception^[@CR2]^, reading^[@CR3],[@CR4]^, online imitation of lip movements^[@CR5],[@CR6]^, and somatosensory processing^[@CR7],[@CR8]^. Peak latencies are typically defined as the interval between the stimulus onset and the time at which responses reach the maximal amplitude. However, measurements of peak latencies can be unstable and prone to noise contamination. Specifically, researchers have to decide to measure the latency of either positive or negative peaks, which may have similar magnitudes. Moreover, cortical responses may not always show clearly defined peaks. For example, multiple peaks are commonly present in the time courses in a given cortical area.

It has been shown that neural responses differ across trials when the identical stimulus is presented repeatedly: at the neuronal level, single-digit unit recordings suggested that neuronal responses to the identical visual stimuli varied considerably across trials in cat and monkey visual cortex^[@CR9]--[@CR11]^. It has also been reported that along the mammalian visual pathway, higher-order neurons, or neurons further away from sensory inputs, usually showed greater response variability in terms of spike timing^[@CR12],[@CR13]^. The variability of neuronal responses could be due to noise from sensory or cellular levels, such as synaptic responses^[@CR10],[@CR14]^. In addition, small amount of latency variability could accumulate as neural activity propagates or as information flows from lower to higher-level areas^[@CR12]--[@CR14]^. When large neuronal populations were recorded by non-invasive technique in healthy human brains, similar patterns of variability were found. For example, with a visuomotor task, Tang *et al*.^[@CR15]^ found that the early MEG responses in the primary visual cortex showed smaller latency variability than the late responses.

Based on micro- and macro-scale neuronal findings in the visual cortex, we hypothesized that functional areas at later processing stages would have larger variability in response latency compared to areas at earlier processing stages. To test this hypothesis of increasing latency variability along the functional pathway, we examined if the size of regional latency variability would match the known sequence of cortical processing. Here, we used the ventral pathway of face processing to test this hypothesis.

Face-selective event-related fields or potentials measured by MEG or EEG (M170 or N170) have been reported previously^[@CR2],[@CR16],[@CR17]^. The M170 or N170 response has been consistently localized to the fusiform gyrus^[@CR17]--[@CR20]^. Moreover, MEG studies have reported sequential activity from the calcarine fissure to the fusiform gyrus. Specifically, face-related cortical activity was found in the calcarine fissure with peak latencies around 110 ms followed by activity in the fusiform gyrus with peak latencies around 170 ms using either dipole models^[@CR17]^ or distributed source estimates^[@CR21]^. Taken together, the consensus is that the primary visual cortex functions as the initial stage to process general visual information, followed by the fusiform gyrus, which is specifically responsive to face detection and categorization^[@CR2],[@CR22]^.

Based on the previous findings of sequential visual processing from the primary visual cortex to the fusiform gyrus, the goal of our present study was to characterize the variability of response latency during face processing. We specifically examined the variability of response latency in the primary visual area (the calcarine fissure) and the fusiform gyrus. Neural processing in these two areas was taken to reflect the sequence from lower-order primary sensory cortices to higher-order association areas. Using MEG measurements and based on our hypothesis, we expected that the variability of response latency in the calcarine fissure would be smaller than that in the fusiform gyrus. If true, the relative positions of cortical areas in the functional ventral pathway of face processing could be inferred by the size of response latency variability. Furthermore, we estimated the sequence of functional processing across brain areas in both the time and frequency domains by using dynamic and spectral decompositions of response latency variability. Dynamic estimates of response latency variability can reveal specific intervals of clear sequential processing, while spectral decomposition of response latency variability may disclose higher functional specificity as the neural activity at distinct oscillatory frequencies is related to different functions.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

Evoked responses to images of faces were observed in the calcarine fissure and fusiform gyrus in both the left and right hemispheres. Based on anatomically defined regions of interest (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}), the group average time courses showed two response peaks in the left calcarine fissure within the first 200 ms after the stimulus onset: the first peak at 121.8 ms and the second peak at 168.7 ms. The left fusiform gyrus showed a response peak at 169.7 ms. In the right hemisphere, two prominent response peaks were found at 121.8 ms and 167.7 ms in the calcarine fissure and one peak at 164.7 ms in the fusiform gyrus. Because no significant differences were observed between the time courses in the left and right calcarine fissure and we assumed no functional differences between the left and right calcarine fissures, time courses from the left and right calcarine fissures were combined for further analyses. Time courses combing the left and right calcarine fissure showed two peaks within the first 200 ms after the stimulus onset: at 121.8 ms and 168.7 ms.Figure 1Group average time courses in the selected regions of interest in response to images of faces. Group average dynamic statistic parametric map (dSPM) values show response peaks in the calcarine fissure (blue), the left fusiform gyrus (green), and the right fusiform gyrus (red). Anatomically defined regions of interest are also shown. Shaded areas indicate the standard error of the mean across subjects.

To compare peak latencies in the fusiform gyrus and the calcarine fissure, Wilcoxon signed rank test was used. By identifying the maximum peak latency within the pre-defined time window (70 ms--200 ms) from the average waveform in each cortical area from each subject separately (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}), we found that the peak latency in the calcarine fissure (150.0 ms+/−33.4 ms) was significantly earlier compared to that in the right fusiform gyrus (168.8 ms+/−22.0 ms; Z = 2.262, *p* = *0.024*). No significant difference was found between the peak latency in the calcarine fissure and the left fusiform gyrus (161.0 ms+/−28.4 ms; Z = 1.083, *p* = *0.279*). As shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, nine out of 14 subjects showed earlier maximum peak latencies in the calcarine fissure than in the left fusiform gyrus. Ten out of 14 subjects showed earlier maximum peak latencies in the calcarine fissure than in the right fusiform gyrus. With regard to the response amplitude, the peak amplitude found in the calcarine fissure (5.4+/−2.4) was significantly stronger compared to that in the left fusiform gyrus (3.6+/−1.2; Z = −2.982, *p* = *0.003*), but not the right fusiform gyrus (4.5+/−1.4; Z = −1.538, *p* = *0.124*).Figure 2Peak latencies in the calcarine fissure, left fusiform gyrus, and right fusiform gyrus. Peak latencies, defined as the maximum amplitude reached during the time windows of interest from 70 to 200 ms, from each individual subject and the group averages are plotted. The whisks in the average represent the standard deviation of latency variability across subjects.

The left panel in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} presents average waveforms from three representative subjects with the maximum peaks in the calcarine sulcus *before* 130 ms. Time courses from three other subjects are displayed in the right panel of Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, showing the maximum peaks in the calcarine sulcus *after* 130 ms. In the calcarine fissure, subjects with the maximum peak latency later than 130 ms contributed to the more delayed responses in our study than the responses reported in previous studies^[@CR2],[@CR21],[@CR23]^. These results raised concerns about inferring the sequence of brain activity by the maximum peak latencies in related areas, which can vary across subjects considerably.Figure 3Time courses from individual subjects in the calcarine fissure. (Left) Waveforms from three representative subjects showing the maximum peak between 70 ms and 130 ms and a second smaller peak between140 ms and 200 ms. (Right) Waveforms from three other subjects showing the maximum peak between 140 ms and 200 ms and an earlier smaller peak between 70 ms and 130 ms. Triangles mark the maximum peaks and asterisks mark the second largest peaks between 70 ms and 200 ms in the time courses, respectively.

Static estimates of latency variability {#Sec3}
---------------------------------------

Noise levels during the pre-stimulus baseline period were significantly larger in the left fusiform area compared to the calcarine fissure (Z = 3.045, *p* = *0.002*). Noise levels were also significantly higher in the right fusiform gyrus than the calcarine fissure (Z = 3.233, *p* = *0.001*) (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, left). The difference in noise levels across regions could become a potential confounding factor in estimating latency variability. Thus, we added noise to equalize noise levels across areas (see Methods for details). As a result, the noise levels did not differ significantly between the left fusiform gyrus and the calcarine fissure (Z = −1.726, *p* = *0.084*), nor between the right fusiform gyrus and the calcarine fissure (Z = −1.350, *p* = *0.177*) (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, right).Figure 4Noise levels of the baseline period across the three regions of interest. (Left) Noise levels were significantly smaller in the calcarine fissure compared to the left and right fusiform areas. (Right) After controlling for the noise levels, no significant differences in noise levels were found among ROIs.

Because the signal-to-noise ratio of a single epoch is usually low, we used bootstrap samples to obtain a more robust estimate of relative latency. To ensure that our boostrap samples have a sufficient signal to noise ratio, we plotted evoked responses from each bootstrap sample in each region of interest. Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} provides representative data from two individual subjects. A consistent pattern of stronger activity was observed between 100 and 200 ms after the stimulus onset across bootstrap samples.Figure 5Bootstrap samples from the three regions of interest of two individual subjects. Each row in the data matrix represents one single bootstrap sample. Time 0 represents the time of stimulus onset. Coloring indicates dSPM values.

For the static estimates of latency variability, we calculated the standard deviation of relative latencies across bootstrap samples. This latency variability was estimated for each subject and each area separately. We found that when face images were presented, there was a trend of larger latency variability in the left fusiform gyrus (31.8 ms+/−16.1 ms) than the calcarine fissure (28.0 ms+/−19.1 ms; Z = 1.790, *p* = *0.074*). Greater latency variability in the left fusiform gyrus compared to the calcarine fissure was found in 11 out of 14 subjects (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, we found 8 out of 14 subjects showed larger latency variability in the right fusiform gyrus than in the calcarine fissure (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). The latency variability of the right fusiform gyrus (30.5 ms+/−20.9 ms) was not significantly different from that of the calcarine fissure (28.0 ms+/−19.1 ms; Z = 0.471, *p* = *0.638*) across subjects.Figure 6Intra-subject latency variability in the regions of interest during the presentation of faces. Intra-subject variability in the calcarine fissure (blue), left fusiform gyrus (green), and right fusiform gyrus (red) from each individual subject and the group averages are plotted. The whisks in the average represent the standard deviation of the variability across subjects.

To test if the regional latency variability can be inferred from the maximum peak latency in regional responses, we correlated between these two quantities. No significant correlation was found in either the calcarine fissure, left fusiform gyrus, or right fusiform gyrus (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}). This result indicates that the latency variability in regional responses carries independent physiological information other than the maximum peak latency.Figure 7Correlations between the maximum peak latency and the latency variability in the calcarine fissure (blue), left fusiform gyrus (green), and right fusiform gyrus (red). No significant correlation between the maximum peak latency and response latency variability was found. Correlation coefficients (r's) and *p*-values are also reported.

Dynamic estimates of latency variability {#Sec4}
----------------------------------------

The latency variability was also estimated dynamically using a moving window approach. Dynamic estimates of latency variability are displayed in Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}. Statistical comparisons were performed in the latency range between 70 ms and 200 ms. Significantly larger response latency variability was observed in the left fusiform gyrus than the calcarine fissure between 70 ms and 130 ms as well as between 170 ms and 180 ms (FDR *p* \< 0.05). The right fusiform gyrus showed significantly larger response latency variability than the calcarine fissure between 70 ms and 200 ms (FDR *p* \< 0.05).Figure 8Latency variability across time windows in the temporal domain in the calcarine fissure compared to the left (top) and right fusiform gyrus (bottom). Shaded areas represent the standard error of the latency variability across subjects. Grey areas indicate time windows of interest from 70 to 200 ms. Vertical bars in orange indicate intervals showing significant differences in latency variability between cortical areas.

To evaluate the sensitivity of different measures, we compared the number of subjects showing consistent patterns across regions of interest in term of the maximum peak latency and latency variability (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). An earlier peak latency in the calcarine fissure than the fusiform gyrus would suggest a sequence of activity from the calcarine fissure to the fusiform gyrus. Smaller latency variability in the calcarine fissure compared to the fusiform gyrus would also suggest a sequence of activity from the calcarine fissure to the fusiform gyrus. However, differences between the tradition measures of maximum peak latency and the static measures of latency variability did not reach statistical significance (calcarine \< left fusiform, Z = 0.837, *p* = *0.403*; calcarine \< right fusiform, Z = −0.789, *p* = *0.430*). Differences between the traditional measures and the dynamic measures were also not statistically significant (calcarine \< left fusiform, Z = 1.309, *p* = *0.190*; calcarine \< right fusiform, Z = 1.480, *p* = *0.139*).Table 1Number of subjects showing earlier peak latency or smaller latency variability in the calcarine fissure compared to the left fusiform gyrus or the right fusiform gyrus.number of subjects/total**maximum peak latency**calcarine \< left fusiform9/14calcarine \< right fusiform10/14**static variability**calcarine \< left fusiform11/14calcarine \< right fusiform8/14**dynamic variability**calcarine \< left fusiform12/14calcarine \< right fusiform13/14

Percentages of subjects showing the above sequence of activity were also calculated. Averaging across the left and right fusiform gyrus, we found 68% of the tested subjects with earlier peak latencies in the calcarine fissure than the fusiform gyrus using the traditional measures of peak latency. Using the static estimates of latency variability, the percentage of subjects exhibiting smaller variability in the calcarine fissure compared to the fusiform gyrus was also 68%. Using the dynamic estimates of latency variability, 89% of the subjects showed smaller variability in the calcarine fissure compared to the fusiform gyrus. Overall, the dynamic estimates of latency variability showed a non-significant trend of higher sensitivity in detecting the specified sequence of activity, compared to the traditional measures of peak latency activity (Z = 1.382, *p* = *0.167*).

Spectral estimates of latency variability {#Sec5}
-----------------------------------------

In the frequency domain, latency variability was estimated using spectrally decomposed time courses^[@CR24]^. Estimated latency variability in the frequency domain is plotted in Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}. Significantly larger variability was found in the left fusiform gyrus than the calcarine fissure at 4 to 40 Hz (FDR p \< 0.05). The right fusiform gyrus showed significantly greater variability compared to the calcarine fissure at 4 to 40 Hz (FDR p \< 0.05). Taken together, we found that most significant differences in the response variability were spectrally distributed between 4 and 40 Hz.Figure 9Latency variability across frequencies in the spectral domain in the calcarine fissure compared to the left (top) and right fusiform gyrus (bottom). Shaded areas represent the standard error of the latency variability across subjects. Vertical bars in orange indicate frequency ranges where significant differences between cortical areas in latency variability were found.

Discussion {#Sec6}
==========

Our MEG results show that latency variability changes across cortical regions along the ventral pathway of face processing. The differential variability among regions was observed in both the temporal and spectral domains. Specifically, we found (1) significantly larger latency variability in the fusiform gyrus than the calcarine fissure between 70 to 130 ms and 170 to 180 ms in both hemispheres (Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}). (2) In the frequency domain, significantly greater variability was observed in the fusiform gyrus than the calcarine fissure mostly between 4 and 40 Hz in both hemispheres (Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}). In short, differences in the variability between functional areas studied here were found to reflect their relative positions in the ventral visual pathway: the earlier the processing stage, the smaller the response latency variability.

In our study, ROIs included the primary visual cortex as the region responsible for early visual processing and the fusiform gyrus as the region responsible for later face detection and identification. From the static estimates of latency variability, we found the fusiform gyrus, an area responsive to faces, showed a trend of greater latency variability than the calcarine fissure (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}).

While the static estimates of variability provide an overall measure of latency variability, the dynamic and spectral estimates of variability provide more temporally and spectrally specific analysis on latency variability by decomposing time series data into finer intervals and frequency bands. From the estimated latency variability in the temporal domain (Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}), we found larger latency variability in the fusiform gyrus compared to the calcarine fissure. The increased latency variability from the calcarine fissure to the fusiform gyrus seems to reflect the temporal sequence of activity from the calcarine fissure to the fusiform gyrus as identified in previous studies^[@CR2],[@CR17],[@CR21]^. These previous studies identified the maximum amplitudes from the sensor data or source data estimated using dipole models or distributed source estimates. Therefore, results from the present study support our postulate that the variability in regional response latency can serve to identify the sequence of activity.

Specifically, in the dynamic estimates, significantly larger variability was found in the fusiform gyrus compared to the calcarine fissure in the time window between 70 and 130 ms and 170 to 180 ms after the stimulus onset in both hemispheres. This latency range appears to be earlier than the typically reported face-selective evoked response around 170 ms^[@CR17],[@CR21]^. Nevertheless, several studies have also reported face-selective responses start as early as 100 ms^[@CR2],[@CR25]--[@CR28]^. Taken together, these findings suggest that differences in variability in this early latency range can be associated with extracting stimulus information required to categorize faces or non-faces.

During the latency range between 70--200 ms, latency variability was relatively small compared to latency variability observed later than 200 ms. This pattern of response was observed in both the calcarine fissure and fusiform gyrus. Previous EEG studies have related increased signal variability to greater information transmission^[@CR29],[@CR30]^. Hence, relatively large variability observed after 200 ms in our present study could indicate multiple sources of information exchange (e.g., feedforward and feeback signals), whereas small latency variability could be related to a simpler pattern of information inputs (e.g., feedforward signals only). When comparing latency variability across regions, significantly larger latency variability was found in the fusiform gyrus than the calcarine fissure in the latency range between 70--200 ms, but not after 200 ms. This result could reflect feedforward inputs or bottom-up effects from the calcarine fissure to the fusiform gyrus before 200 ms. However, in latency ranges later than 200 ms, both the feedforward and feedback signals may work at the same time. We speculate that such bidirectional information flows between the calcarine fissure and the fusiform gyrus could account for our finding that there were no dominant directions of influence and no significant differences in latency variability between the calcarine and fusiform gyri.

Our results also indicate that dynamic measures of latency variability could be more sensitive than static measures of latency variability (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). By calculating the percentage of the tested subjects showing larger latency variability in the fusiform gyrus than the calcarine fissure, we found an improvement of about 20% using dynamic estimates compared to using static estimates of latency variability. Dynamic estimates of latency variability showed fluctuations of variability in the temporal domain. Because the feedforward signals seem transient, dynamic estimates using moving time windows could better characterize these transient changes and disclose sequential activity across cortical areas.

In the spectral domain, significantly different variability was found between 4 and 40 Hz (Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}). Specifically, the latency variability was greater in the fusiform gyrus than the calcarine fissure across the theta, alpha, beta, and gamma bands. When comparing faces to non-face objects, previous ERP studies reported responses to faces in the theta, alpha, and gamma bands^[@CR31],[@CR32]^ over posterior electrode positions. Using intracranial EEG, responses to faces were found in a wider frequency range, including the theta, alpha, beta, and gamma bands^[@CR33]^. With MEG measures, significantly stronger responses in the right occipitotemporal area were reported between 4 and 25 Hz when comparing responses to faces and inverted faces^[@CR34]^. These findings suggest that oscillatory activity across frequency bands could be associated with different aspects of face processing, such as information integration, face detection, or face identification. Taken together, the latency variability in frequency bands that have been associated with face processing is greater in the fusiform gyrus in both hemispheres than the calcarine fissure.

The latency variability observed here can be attributed to intrinsic variability of neural processing, such as synaptic transmission or neurotransmitter functions^[@CR10],[@CR14]^. The intra-subject variability examined in the present study also suggests the possibility of intervening processes in local processing. These intervening processes could include fluctuations in top-down processes of attention or degrees of task engagement. To further validate our hypothesis of increasing latency variability as information flows across cortical regions, future studies should be conducted to test whether latency shifts remain constant along different functional pathways, or increase as the cortical area gets more distant from primary sensory processing.

The results from our present study indicate that there are no significant correlations between the static estimates of latency variability and the traditional measures of maximum peak latency (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, the number of subjects showing larger peak latency or latency variability in the fusiform gyrus than the calcarine fissure tends to increase from the traditional measure to the dynamic measures (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). The dynamic measures of latency variability are more sensitive to detect the sequence of activity than peak latencies defined within pre-determined time windows, suggesting that our method is more generalized in analyzing sequential processing in other experiments involving areas subserving different functions.

Our results also reveal that peak latency might not be the optimal index to estimate the order of regional activity, particularly when the variability of regional response latency is large, as exemplified by our analysis (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Averaging regional response waveforms smears out peaks and reduces the peak amplitude. Large regional response variability may thus result in no explicit response peaks in the average waveform. Moreover, when prior knowledge of response time courses is not well known, the dynamic and spectral estimates of latency variability without specifying a time window can provide more sensitive measures than using peak latencies within pre-defined time windows as we demonstrated here (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). When response time courses are unknown, selecting a wider time window can be the first analysis approach. However, by using a wide latency window, peak latencies may be shifted to later latencies when multiple peaks are present in the time course as shown in our data. For estimating the processing pipeline in the brain, methods other than finding peak latencies, such as finding relative latencies via the cross-correlation method implemented in our study, may be more robust.

One approach of detecting regional information flow is Granger causality^[@CR35]--[@CR37]^. However, Granger causality assumes the time series should be stationary. This assumption is seriously challenged in evoked brain responses. For example, our dynamic estimates of variability indicate latency variability does not remain constant over time. It should be noted that while our approach does not require the stationary assumption and can be used to estimate the relative positions of regional processing in a functional pathway, we did not infer any causal influence across brain regions.

In our analysis, the cross-correlation procedure requires a template waveform. Here, we used the averaged waveform across trials as the template. Because the template is defined for each subject and each ROI separately, variations between individuals do not exert influence in our analysis. However, variations within subjects or across trials still remains. Furthermore, our bootstrap samples were not single-trial responses, but averaged across a subsample of trials. The number of trials chosen to generate one bootstrap sample can affect our estimates of variability and the signal-to-noise ratio. We found that the sensitivity of detecting the specified sequence of activity across subjects was stable when using between 20 to 40 trials to form one bootstrap sample (see Supplementary Information for details). Cautions should be taken to determine the number of trials in generating the bootstrap samples in order to minimize the noise fluctuation and to detect the response variability at the same time.

Conclusions {#Sec7}
===========

Using images of human faces to elicit neuromagnetic responses in brain areas subserving visual processing, we found that the order of brain areas demonstrating progressively larger response latency variability matched the expected sequence of information transfer across brain areas. Our present study suggests that regional response latency variability can provide meaningful information about the underlying sequence of neural processes. Differential variability between cortical areas can reflect their relative positions in a functional pathway. The close correspondence between temporal variability and the sequence of cortical activity in other functional processing pathways should be further tested with other complex stimuli and tasks.

Materials and Methods {#Sec8}
=====================

Subjects {#Sec9}
--------

Fourteen subjects (mean age: 27.9+/−6.2 years; 8 females and 6 males) participated in this study. All subjects provided written inform consent prior to participation and the experimental protocols were approved by the Institute of Review Board at the National Taiwan University Hospital. All experiments were carried out in accordance with the approved guidelines. All subjects had normal or corrected to normal vision.

Stimuli and Tasks {#Sec10}
-----------------

Visual stimuli of neutral faces from eight individuals^[@CR38],[@CR39]^ and the phase-scrambled versions of the same stimuli were presented randomly to subjects. Images of faces or scrambled faces were presented for 500 ms in duration with a random inter-stimulus interval ranging between 1800 and 2200 ms. Stimuli were presented using Presentation (Version 18.0, Neurobehavioral Systems, Inc.). To ensure that subjects were attending to the visual stimuli, subjects were instructed to press a button when two sequential images were identical. Four runs (about 9 minutes per run) of data were collected from each subject. About 200 trials of faces and scrambled faces were shown to each subject in each run.

MEG data acquisition and preprocessing {#Sec11}
--------------------------------------

MEG data were recorded using a 306-channel whole-head MEG system (VectorView, Elekta-NeuroMag Oy, Helsinki, Finland). MEG signals were band-pass filtered between 0.03--200 Hz and digitized at 1000 Hz. Temporal signal space separation^[@CR40],[@CR41]^ was not used. Epochs with EOG exceeding 150 uV and MEG exceeding 3 pT/cm (gradiometers) and 4 pT (magnetometers) were removed from offline averages to suppress artifacts related to eye movements and system instability.

MRI data acquisition and processing {#Sec12}
-----------------------------------

Anatomical data were measured on a 3 T MR scanner (Tim Trio, Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) with a 32-channel head coil array. Three-dimensional *T*~1~-weighted structural images were collected (MP-RAGE sequence: TR = 2530 ms, TE = 3.03 ms, TI = 1100 ms, flip angle = 7°, slice thickness = 1 mm, image matrix = 256 × 224, voxel size = 1 × 1 × 1 mm^3^). For visualization and localizing anatomical landmarks, cortical surfaces were reconstructed using FreeSurfer (version 5.1.0; <http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu>).

MEG source analysis {#Sec13}
-------------------

MEG sources were estimated using anatomically constrained minimum-norm estimates (MNE)^[@CR42],[@CR43]^ on the cortical surface. The MEG source spaces had about 7,000 vertices on each hemisphere. The forward models were calculated using Boundary Element Method (BEM) based on *T*~1~-weighted MRI data^[@CR44]^. MEG noise covariance matrices were calculated using the 200 ms baseline prior to the stimulus presentation. Noise-normalized MNE, also called dynamic statistical parametric maps (dSPM)^[@CR42]^, was calculated at each time point to map the extracranial MEG data onto cortical surfaces. Before averaging across subjects, source estimates from each individual subject were morphed to an average brain provided by FreeSurfer (subject "fsaverage")^[@CR45],[@CR46]^.

Four regions of interest (ROIs) were defined by anatomical labels^[@CR47]^. These four ROIs were the calcarine fissure and fusiform gyrus in the left and right hemispheres. In this study, the calcarine fissure is taken as the low-order visual area, processing sensory information before the information is sent to higher-level areas. The fusiform gyrus, part of the core system of face processing, is taken as the high-order visual areas for detecting and identifying faces^[@CR22],[@CR48]^.

For comparisons, we also followed the conventional method of using peak latencies across regions to estimate the sequence of activity. In previous MEG studies when conditions of face and non-face were compared^[@CR17],[@CR21],[@CR23]^, the maximum peak latency was defined as the time when the average response amplitude reached its maximum within the time intervals of interest. For example, the time intervals of interest were defined between +/−30 ms of the M100 responses in the calcarine fissure and M170 responses in the fusiform gyrus; that is, between 70 ms and 130 ms for the calcarine fissure and between 140 ms and 200 ms for the fusiform gyrus. However, these definitions already assumed an earlier response window for activity in the calcarine fissure compared to the fusiform gyrus. Defining the time windows of interest differently for the two regions of interest would defeat our purpose of identifying sequences of activity across regions. Thus, we used the same time window of interest for both ROIs. Our time window of interest was defined between 70 ms and 200 ms, wide enough to cover the activity in both the calcarine fissure and the fusiform gyrus.

Static estimates of latency variability {#Sec14}
---------------------------------------

To estimate relative latency, we first calculated template waveforms separately for each subject in each ROI (the calcarine fissure and fusiform gyrus bilaterally). The template waveform was obtained by averaging dSPM source waveforms across trials and across vertices within a given ROI. To cope with the low signal-to-noise ratio from single-epoch waveform, we estimated evoked responses using a bootstrap approach. Specifically, we obtained one bootstrap sample by randomly selecting 30 single-trial source estimates (approximately 15% of the trials) and averaging over these trials. The bootstrap procedure was repeated 100 times for each condition, ROI, and subject. These responses were then low-pass filtered at 40 Hz.

We also compared noise levels across ROIs. Noise levels were estimated by the standard deviation over the pre-stimulus or baseline period (−200 to 0 ms) and averaged across bootstrap samples and across subjects. To avoid potential confounds caused by regional differences in noise levels, we equalized noise levels across regions by adding Gaussian random noise (mean = 0 and standard deviation = differences in noise levels between regions) to the bootstrap samples across time.

Then, we calculated cross-correlations between the template waveform and each bootstrap sample in each ROI. The template waveform was temporally shifted (−200 and +200 ms in steps of 10 ms). The shift corresponding to the maximum correlation coefficient was defined as the relative latency. With 100 relative latencies across bootstrap samples, we calculated intra-subject latency variability or the standard deviation of relative latencies across bootstrap samples. Intra-subject latency variability in the calcarine fissure and fusiform gyrus was compared using Wilcoxon signed-rank test.

To further understand the relationship between the static estimates of latency variability and the traditional measures of peak latency, Pearson's correlation coefficients were calculated between the static estimates of latency variability and the peak latency obtained using the traditional method as described in the previous section.

Dynamic estimates of latency variability {#Sec15}
----------------------------------------

Dynamic latency variability was calculated by first convolving the template waveform and each bootstrap sample with a Gaussian window with standard deviation of 30 ms. The window center was temporally shifted across the entire epoch, from 100 ms before the stimulus onset to 1000 ms after the stimulus onset in increments of 10 ms. Relative latencies were calculated using the same cross-correlation method as described above. Intra-subject latency variability was obtained by calculating the standard deviation of relative latencies across bootstrap samples within each time window. Within the pre-defined time intervals from 70 to 200 ms, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test was then used to compare intra-subject latency variability in the calcarine fissure and fusiform gyrus in each time window. Multiple tests over latency windows were controlled by the false discovery rate (FDR)^[@CR49]^.

To further compare the sensitivity of different measures (i.e., the traditional measures of peak latency, static estimates, and dynamic estimates of latency variability), we counted the number of subjects showing a sequence of activity from the calcarine fissure to the fusiform gyrus from each measure. With the traditional measures of peak latency, a smaller peak latency in the calcarine fissure compared to the fusiform gyrus would suggest a sequence of activity from the calcarine fissure to the fusiform gyrus. With the static and dynamic estimates of latency variability, greater latency variability in the fusiform gyrus compared to the calcarine fissure would indicate a sequence of activity from the calcarine fissure to the fusiform gyrus. For the dynamic estimates of latency variability, the number of subjects showing the above sequence of activity was averaged across time windows and then rounded up or down to the nearest integer. To test whether the proportions or numbers of subjects differ between measures, Z-test was used.

Spectral estimates of latency variability {#Sec16}
-----------------------------------------

In the frequency domain, latency variability was obtained by first calculating the Temporal Spectral Evolution (TSE)^[@CR24]^ for the template and bootstrap samples. TSE was calculated by convolving time series data with a Morlet wavelet^[@CR50]^ with width = 5. The center frequency of wavelet varied from 4 Hz to 40 Hz in steps of 1 Hz. The spectral power time series was then used for calculating relative latency and latency variability using the cross-correlation method described above. Intra-subject variability in latency between the calcarine fissure and the fusiform gyrus was compared using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test at each frequency. Multiple comparisons across frequencies were controlled by FDR^[@CR49]^. All calculations were done using Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA).
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